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The subjects selected are for Years 9 and 10.
Changing subjects is not desirable. Elective subject
changes are only allowed at the beginning of Year
10 if there are places available in a subject. It is
important that students choose carefully, taking
their interests into consideration as well as prerequisites for senior school.

Dear Parents and Students
It is in the Middle Years of schooling that students
begin to learn the skills and knowledge required
for them to take their place in the modern
world. At St Rita’s, we deliver curriculum in ways
that are engaging for students and respond to
developmental needs. Beyond developmental
and academic needs, the world in which early
adolescents live is increasingly characterised by
diversity and change. St Rita’s continues to commit
to providing a curriculum that is relevant, engaging
and rigorous. Across the College’s middle years’
curriculum, there is a clear emphasis on developing
thinking skills to prepare the girls for the challenges
of the senior years.

The College places great importance on providing
a supportive and nurturing environment in which
each girl is encouraged to do her best so that
she can reach her full potential. At the end of her
middle years of schooling we are confident that
the transition to the senior school will be a smooth
one. Students are encouraged to select subjects
that they enjoy studying and are interested in. They
are also encouraged to select subjects that will
challenge them.
We hope these middle years will set the platform
for successful outcomes in their senior years.
The Presentation tradition encourages students
to develop critical thinking, self-motivation and
a sense of personal responsibility. We look to
promote the full potential of each person in the
school community and to provide school structures
that promote justice and challenge for all to live by
the Gospel values.

It is essential to read this booklet carefully as it
provides information on the various subjects offered
at St Rita’s. This booklet is one part of the process
designed to assist girls with their choices, along with
subject talks and guidance from subject teachers.
The curriculum of the middle years consists of a
broad range of subjects with a comprehensive set of
compulsory subjects and a wide choice of electives.
The core curriculum is designed to ensure that all
girls cover the necessary content and develop the
necessary skills to succeed in the Senior Years. It
is important to read these pages carefully and to
check which subjects in the senior school require
middle school subjects as pre-requisites.

Yours sincerely,

Mrs Dale Morrow
Principal

The Year 9 2023 Subject Selection Evening is on Monday 25 July at 6:00pm via Zoom.
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THE COLLEGE PROCESS
JULY

Thursday 21 July - Junior Options Book released on MySRC Subject Selection Page.

Monday 25 July - Subject Selection Evening via Zoom on at 6:00pm.
All parents and Year 8 students are invited to join online to obtain further input from
Heads of Faculty and subject teachers.

Saturday 30 July - Email sent to students with Web Preferences link after 7:00am.

AUGUST

Submit your subject preferences online by Friday 5 August at 3:00pm.

Where subject choices cannot be met, further discussion with the
Deputy Principal - Studies will be required.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Why study Religious Education?
Religious Education is central to the curriculum at St Rita’s College. The life and message of Jesus underpins all our
activities and there is a very real endeavour to foster:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Christian atmosphere in the College
Active participation in prayer and liturgy
An appreciation of all members of the College community of the dignity and worth of the human person
A true understanding of the sacredness of all life
A spirit of inquiry and a concern for truth in matters of faith and morals
A concern for social justice for all persons

What is studied in Religious Education?
Apart from these activities which are designed to nurture faith, St Rita’s College also offers an extensive Religious
Education curriculum. This focuses on the classroom and promotes the development of knowledge, skills, attitudes
and values that enable students to participate as active and informed members of our Church and our society.
The Archdiocesan Religious Education Guidelines have been implemented in the College. According to the guidelines,
the Vision of Religious Education in Catholic Schools:
“seeks to develop the religious literacy of students in light of the Catholic Christian tradition, so that they
might participate critically and authentically in contemporary culture. Students become religiously literate
as they develop the knowledge, skills and dispositions to interpret and use language confidently in and for
faith contexts and the wider society. Furthermore, the Vision describes students who can articulate their
faith and live it in an open and authentic way. Religious literacy encompasses a set of ongoing activities
and interactions among people. These include ways of talking, acting, creating, communicating, critiquing,
evaluating, participating, ritualising, theologising, worshipping, reading, reflecting, and writing with
others in a variety of religious and secular contexts.”
Source: Brisbane Catholic Education
In light of this Vision, the following units of work have been developed:

Year 9
•
•
•
•

Year 10

World Religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam
Justice in the Local Community - Refugees
Catholic Christian Church History (1750 - 1918 CE)
Sacred Texts: Parables and Miracles

•
•
•
•
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World Religions: Hinduism and Buddhism
Eucharistic people
Sacred Texts: Revelation of the mystery of God
Justice in the Global Community

ENGLISH
Why study English?
The general aim of the English course at St Rita’s is to
promote the maturity of each student through the
development of her competence and the enrichment of
her experience of language.

Rapid technological change means that students live in
a heavily mediated world where everyone requires the
ability to interpret, negotiate and manipulate written and
spoken information.

Underpinning the course is an acknowledgement that
language is the main vehicle for thinking and the means
by which individuals make and convey meaning about
their world, their experiences and how relationships are
fostered.

By studying English, students are empowered to
use language to effectively convey their ideas and
understandings, to critique and challenge texts and to
actively participate in wider society.

What is studied in English?
Students experience language by engaging with a wide
variety of texts drawn from literature and the media. By
engaging with a variety of written, visual and spoken
texts, students learn that language practices vary
according to the social setting; that there are clearly
defined conventions that determine what constitutes
acceptable language use and that all language reflects
values and beliefs about the world.

These three strands are:

English is organised into three interrelated strands that
support students’ growing understanding and use of
Standard Australian English. The three strands focus on
developing students’ knowledge, understanding and skills
in listening, reading, viewing, speaking and writing.

Written and spoken communication skills are developed
through a variety of media throughout Junior English.
Students are encouraged to write and speak for a range
of audiences and purposes.

Language: knowing about the English language
Literature: understanding, appreciating, responding to,
analysing and creating literature
Literacy: expanding the repertoire of English usage.

Senior Study
English in Years 9 and 10 allows students to access the
General English subjects in Years 11 and 12. An English
subject (English and/or Literature) is compulsory for all
students in Years 11 and 12.

In addition, the language skills acquired in Years 9 and 10
English provide a sound foundation for success in a wide
range of subjects, particularly Modern History, Economics
and Study of Religion.
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GENERAL MATHEMATICS AND
ADVANCED MATHEMATICS
Why study Mathematics?
Mathematics is an integral part of a general education.
In all aspects, it is valuable to people individually and
collectively, providing important tools that can be used
at personal, social and vocational levels.
Mathematics is a compulsory subject with a choice
being offered between the following two courses:
General Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics
Both courses follow the Australian Curriculum. Topics
covered come from three content strands: Number and
Algebra, Measurement and Geometry and Statistics
and Probability. It is important that these topics
are covered because the new Senior Queensland
Mathematics Curriculum requires students to have
covered these topics.
Students who study Advanced Mathematics in Year 9
may change courses at the beginning of Year 10 if they
are having difficulty with the advanced nature of the
course.

General Mathematics
The General Mathematics course is focused on
raising the level of competence and confidence in the
mathematics required for daily life while following the
Australian Curriculum Mathematics content.

Advanced Mathematics
The depth of coverage of the Advanced Mathematics
content incorporates a high level of complexity of the
Australian Curriculum due to the advanced nature
of the course. In Year 10, it will include Australian
Curriculum 10A Mathematics content.
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GENERAL MATHEMATICS AND ADVANCED MATHEMATICS
(CONTINUED)
Senior Study
Students who study General Mathematics will be well prepared to undertake General Mathematics in Years 11 and 12
and hence to undertake any university or further study option for which this is a pre-requisite.
The study of Advanced Mathematics is required for entry into Mathematical Methods and Specialist Mathematics
in Years 11 and 12. Mathematical Methods and Specialist Mathematics are highly intensive courses requiring many
hours of study to achieve success. Students who take a lot of time to understand mathematical concepts will struggle
with the pace and content of these courses which could take a lot of time away from studying other subjects. A
strong performance in Year 10 Advanced Mathematics is a good indicator of success in Mathematical Methods and a
result of at least a B- in Year 10 Advanced Mathematics is highly recommended for entry to Mathematical Methods.
Mathematical Methods is a good companion subject for those students who choose Physics, Chemistry and Biology.
Students should be aware that Mathematical Methods is a pre-requisite for some programs at university and should
consider very carefully if they require this for their future career path.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Why study Health and Physical Education?
Health and Physical Education (HPE) is a compulsory
key learning area of the curriculum which supports
students to refine and apply strategies for maintaining a
positive outlook and evaluating behavioural expectations
in different leisure, social and movement situations.
Students learn to apply health and physical activity
information to devise and implement personalised plans
for maintaining healthy and active habits. They also
experience different roles that contribute to successful
participation in physical activity and propose strategies to
support the development of preventive health practices
that build and optimise community health and well-being.
The Personal Development program will be a focus in this
course of study.

Students learn to apply specialised movement skills and
movement strategies and concepts in different movement
environments. They also explore movement concepts and
strategies to evaluate and refine their own and others’
movement performances.
Students analyse how participation in physical activity
and sport influence an individual’s identity and explores
the role participation plays in shaping cultures. The
curriculum also provides opportunities for students
to refine and consolidate personal and social skills in
demonstrating leadership, teamwork and collaboration in
a range of physical activities.

What is studied in Health and Physical Education?
The focus areas to be addressed, but are not limited to:

Alcohol and other drugs
Food and nutrition
Health benefits of physical activity
Mental health and well being
Relationships
Safety
Games and sports
Lifelong physical activities
Rhythmic and expressive movement activities
Ethical food choices
Relationships and sexuality education
Homelessness
Sports First Aid

How are students assessed?
Students will undertake a range of physical and
theoretical tasks during the course, with the
focus on participation and attitude.

Senior Study
The two General subjects, Physical Education and Health, aims to develop leadership, fair play and cooperation across
a range of movement and health contexts. The students apply decision making and problem-solving skills when acting
to enhance their own and others’ health, safety and well-being. It provides a useful grounding for the study of Physical
Education and Health in Years 11 and 12.
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SCIENCE AND GENERAL SCIENCE
Why study Science?
Science provides a systematic way of answering interesting and important questions about the biological, physical and
technological world. The knowledge it produces has proved to be a reliable basis for action in our personal, social and
economic lives.
Science is a compulsory subject from Years 7 - 10. In Year 10 a choice is offered between:
General Science
Science

What is studied in Science?
From Years 7 to 10, there will be units of Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Space. Each of these units could be
assessed in two dimensions: Scientific Understanding and Scientific Inquiry Skills.
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SCIENCE AND GENERAL SCIENCE (CONTINUED)
What is studied in Year 10 General Science?
The General Science course is focused on raising the level of interest and confidence in science used in everyday life
while following the Australian Curriculum.
Students who study this course will be able to undertake Biology in Year 11 as the unit of Biology studied in both
General Science and Science are identical. The Chemistry and Physics units are slightly modified and as a result,
students who study General Science are not able to study Chemistry or Physics in Years 11 and 12.

What is studied in Year 10 Science?
The depth of coverage of the Science course incorporates the level of complexity for Chemistry and Physics reflected in
the Australian Curriculum as well as extension topics that develop further skills for the corresponding Senior subject.

Senior Study
Due to the level of complexity in the Senior Sciences a strong performance is required in the Year 10 Science units.
For senior Chemistry and Physics, at least a B- result is recommended in the unit of study in Year 10 Science as well
as a C+ in Advanced Mathematics. Senior Biology requires a B- result for the Biology unit studied in either Science or
General Science, and at least a B- in General Mathematics.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

|

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY

Why study Social Science?
Social Science continues as a core subject in Years 9 and
10. Within this subject, students will study Australian
Curriculum History, Geography and Economics units. The
course is designed to provide students with the skills
necessary to be active and informed critical thinkers and
global citizens, allowing them to make sense of the world
around them and to be forces for positive change.

Students will develop a sound understanding of the global
context they are operating in, while engaging in learning
that will allow them to exercise informed judgement
and responsibility in matters of morality, ethics and
social justice. The course is student-centred and multidisciplinary, fostering a commitment to lifelong learning
and active global citizenship.

What is studied in Social Science?

Year 9

Year 10

In Year 9 History, students explore the complex and
exciting history of the making of the modern world,
covering the period between 1750 and 1919. They
study the causes and impacts of the First World War on
Australian society and critically examine the importance
of Anzac Day to our national story in historical inquiry.
They also study the changing political and social ideas
and attitudes towards women through an investigation
into the Suffragette movement. A further investigation
examines the relationship between China and Britain in
the 19th Century.

In Year 10 History, students study the modern world,
spanning the period from the Second World War to the
present day. Students learn about the causes and course
of the Pacific War through a study of Japanese imperial
expansion in the Asia-Pacific region from 1930 to 1945,
with an emphasis on how the conflict impacted Australia.
Following this, students undertake an investigation of the
Cold War period to examine the relationship between
tensions between the USA and the USSR and the impacts
this had on popular culture. Finally, they study the history
of the movements for rights and freedoms of Indigenous
Australians.

In Year 9 Geography, students examine interconnections
created in a modern consumer society through a
geographical inquiry. They study the significance of global
economic and trade networks in the production and
distribution of popular technologies and products, and
the social, environmental and economic impacts these

Students also do a unit of Economics to explore the
economic basis of human wellbeing in Australia and the
wider world, undertaking an examination to analyse
issues and solutions to human wellbeing.

Senior Study
The Social Sciences course is designed to relate directly to themes and skills in the Economics and Modern History
courses, with many links also made to the Study of Religion and English courses. Economics and Modern History both
require at least a B- in English and Social Science.
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FRENCH
Why study French?
French and English are closely related. A high proportion of English words are of French origin and the learning of
French lends itself to the extensive range of a student’s vocabulary and structural knowledge of English. Both French
and English belong to the Indo-European family of languages. French is linguistically close to English, making it a very
learnable language.
A proficiency in French gives access to the living and working language of hundreds of millions of people around the
world and is the first or second language spoken and understood in more than 50 countries. It is spoken in Europe,
North America, South America, the Caribbean, Africa, South-East Asia and the Pacific region. French is also an official
language of the Olympics, the United Nations, the International Red Cross and Doctors Without Borders.
Successful completion of Year 9 and 10 French is a pre-requisite for participation in the bi-annual, optional St Rita’s trip
to Germany, Austria, France and Belgium. Students can participate in an exchange with Switzerland at the end of Year
11.

What is studied in French?
Topics of interest include fashion, food, music and travel. The
textbook “Quoi de Neuf” and the activity book are the basis for what
is studied. Other resources include games and online material.
Students may also be involved in French food tasting, hosting
exchange students and French exchange trips.

Assessment
Students have one examination per Term.
There are no assignments in Junior or
Senior French.

Senior Study
In a globalised world, very practical benefits can be had by the addition of French as a complement to a professional
specialisation e.g. Law, Commerce, Science, Journalism, Business, International Business and International Relations.
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GERMAN
Why study German?
The German language is spoken by more than 125 million people as their native language in Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, Liechtenstein, Belgium, Luxembourg and Italy. Thinking and literacy research shows that learning another
language makes you a more flexible thinker and improves your literacy in all languages that you use. In fact, English
speakers already know about 30 per cent of German words as many English words are of German origin.
The global career
Science and research

Travel and tourism

Literature, art and music
Opportunities for study exchange

Knowledge of German increases your job opportunities with German and foreign
companies in your own country and abroad.
German is the second most commonly used scientific language. Germany is
the third largest contributor to research and development and offers research
fellowships to scientists from abroad.
Make the most of your travels not only in German-speaking countries but in many
other European countries where German is widely spoken, especially in Eastern
Europe.
German is the language of Goethe, Kafka, Mozart, Bach and Beethoven.
A wide range of exchange programs exist for both school and university students
with Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Source: Goethe Institut

What is studied in German?
•

•
•
•
•

After a general introduction in Years 7 and 8, where speaking skills and the cultural background of Germanspeaking countries is emphasised, our focus on fluency in both spoken and written German is maintained in Years
9 and 10. Gradually, more grammatical accuracy and comprehension in written German is demanded and a
significant part of each lesson is conducted in German.
Topics and situations studied are relevant and interesting and include shopping, food, celebrations and invitations,
travel, holidays, entertainment, health and the states of Germany.
Successful completion of Years 9 and 10 German is a pre-requisite for participation in the bi-annual, optional
St Rita’s trip to Germany, Austria, France and Belgium.
Students can participate in an exchange with Germany at the end of Year 11.
German language learning is enhanced by various extra-curricular activities. These include participation in
competitions and other appropriate outings like visiting a German restaurant, bakery or cultural display. Cultural
aspects of the German-speaking countries are woven into daily lessons to enhance grammatical contexts.

Senior Study
Globalisation in the 21st century is powered by multilingual world citizens, who can interact positively with others
through their intercultural understanding and language skills. Knowledge of the German language can open doors to a
wide range of employment opportunities both in Australia and overseas in the commercial, educational, arts, scientific,
psychological, chemical, automotive, hospitality and viticulture fields.
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JAPANESE
Why study Japanese?
•
•
•

Japan is the second largest bilateral trading partner with Australia. This creates many opportunities in the business
sector for Japanese speaking employees.
Asian languages are in high demand in the current job market. Many advertisements state that an Asian language
is highly desirable.
Proximity to Japan makes regular travel to Japan achievable.

What is studied in Japanese?
Cultural awareness

An awareness of the culture and society of Japan will go hand in hand with language learning
as students cover various topics: eating and drinking, daily routine and entertainment,
personal identification and relationships with other people, celebrations, weather and
seasons, shopping and home life, health and welfare.

Cultural immersion

Students will be given the opportunity to partake in additional activities such as visits to
Japanese restaurants, demonstrations and watching Japanese films. Students will also be
encouraged to write to Japanese students and may also be involved in Japanese language
competitions.

Japan Tour

Successful completion of Years 9 and 10 Japanese is a pre-requisite for an optional St Rita’s
tour to Japan at the end of Years 10 or 11. The Japan tour offers an eye-opening and lifechanging experience with a two-week immersion in Japan.

Exchange opportunities

Students are given the opportunity to participate in an eight-week exchange with our sister
school Atomi at the end of Year 11.

Senior Study
The study of Japanese provides a basis for further work in the language which may lead to vocational opportunities.
As the course strives to develop an appreciation of the Japanese culture, this subject also serves to broaden the
horizons of participating students. The study of a foreign language also helps students better grasp the structure and
beauty of their own language.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Why study Physical Education?
Physical Education (PHE) is an elective in the key learning
area of the curriculum, which reflects the dynamic
and multi-faceted nature of health and recognises the
importance of physical activity in the lives of Australians.
The subject aims to develop active and informed
individuals who can pursue and maintain good
personal health within their social, cultural and physical
environments.
Active participation in physical activity is a major
emphasis in the subject and thus, the major proportion
of class time will involve students actively engaging in
learning a range of physical activities.

What is studied in Physical Education?
The focus areas to be addressed, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food and nutrition
Health people, health communities
Participating and performing in games and sport
Sport Psychology
Equity and physical activities
Anatomy and biomechanics
Ethics and integrity
Tactical awareness
Energy, training and performance
Challenge and adventure activities
Games and sports
Lifelong physical activities

How are students assessed?
Students will undertake a range of assessment
items during the course, with written tasks and
physical tasks contributing equally to the student’s
overall grade.

Senior Study
Physical Education aims to develop leadership, fair play
and cooperation across a range of movement and health
contexts. Students apply decision making and problemsolving skills when acting to enhance their own and
others’ health, safety and well-being.
It provides a useful grounding for the study of Physical
Education and Health as a Senior subject.
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BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE
Why study Business and Enterprise?
Business and Enterprise provides opportunities for students to learn about how businesses function today. Students
are exposed to authentic and practical business situations that assist them in developing a sound knowledge of
business principles and essential communication skills. The importance of professionalism in the workplace is at the
forefront of the teaching and learning within this subject. Students are encouraged to be life-long learners and to
obtain knowledge and skills that will continue to benefit them into their senior years and beyond.

What is studied in Business and Enterprise?
The topics covered include but are not limited to:

How are students assessed?

The Australian and global economy
Competition in the marketplace
Venture planning, implementation and evaluation
Improving business productivity
The changing work environment
Economic performance and living standards
Finance and computerised accounting systems

Assessment is based on two criteria: knowledge
and understanding, and skills. Assessment items
include projects, non-written presentations,
short and extended response examinations and
responses to stimulus.

Three small business ventures are integral to the course and provide an opportunity for students to demonstrate the
knowledge and skills required to achieve both individual, team and business goals. Students create and sell products at
the College Carnival and the $20 BOSS Trade Fair, as well as fundraise for College immersion projects.

Senior Study
The underpinning enterprising capabilities that this subject encompasses are relevant life skills which are also
applicable to any subject area in Years 11 and 12. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generating, identifying and assessing opportunities
Identifying, assessing and managing risks
Collecting, organising and analysing information
Generating and using creative ideas and processes
Identifying, solving and preventing problems
Identifying, recruiting and managing resources
Working with others and in teams

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Being flexible and dealing with change
Negotiating and influencing
Using initiative and drive
Monitoring and evaluating
Communicating ideas and information
Planning and organising
Being fair and responsible

Business and Enterprise acts as an excellent foundation for further study in the Senior subject areas of Accounting,
Economics and the Diploma of Business.
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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGIES
Why study Design and Technologies?
Design and Technologies offers students a variety of situations in which to make decisions, solve problems, explore
creative talents to produce quality items, manage their time efficiently and demonstrate their knowledge. They learn
these skills in the contexts of food and nutrition, textiles and design, food science and graphic design. Sustainability
and the wellbeing of individuals, families and communities are the underpinning values of this subject.

What is studied in Design and Technologies?

Year 9

Year 10

Australian Food Safari
• Food nutrients and their relevance to adolescents
• Interpreting and analysing food labels
• Snack food analysis
• Practical application: development and evaluation
(sensory testing) of a healthy snack food item and
collaborative group task

Food and Nutrition
• Investigating health and wellbeing for adolescents
and analysing personal food and lifestyle choices
• Sustainable consumer practices
• Problem solving process and the use of primary and
secondary data
• Making healthy food choices to reduce the risk of
lifestyle diseases (e.g. obesity, heart disease, type 2
diabetes)
• Trial recipes
• Practical application: design and evaluate (sensory
testing) a nutritious pantry meal item

The Coastal Collection
• Ethical and environmental issues associated with
fabric and garment construction
• Fibre properties and fabric construction methods,
experimenting with fibres
• Garment care and labelling
• Design/adapt patterns to produce a garment
• 3D printing
• Practical application: design and construct a leisure
wear item and 3D accessory

Product Design
• Design process
• Project management strategies
• Investigate ways technology can be incorporated into
textiles
• Drafting and pattern alteration
• Use of Computer Assisted Design (CAD) app to
design and stitch a logo
• Design Thinking - convergent and divergent ideas
• Elements and Principles of Design
• Drawing techniques – rapid ideation and
orthographic
• Practical application: design and construct a bag and
electronic design folio
The Science of Food
• Food chemistry terminology and techniques
• Application of several learned techniques
• Practical application: apply a range of food chemistry
techniques to a food item

Senior Study
Design and Technologies encourages skills and knowledge that apply to many vocations. These vocational areas
include teaching, nursing, social work, food technology, nutrition and dietetics, fashion design, textile technology,
management and hospitality. Food and Nutrition, Design and Hospitality are offered in Years 11 and 12.
The skills learnt in Design and Technologies are invaluable life skills that can be used across many other disciplines and
in general living to enhance the wellbeing of students throughout their lives.
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DIGITAL INNOVATION
Why study Digital Innovation?
Digital Innovation will empower students to move from being
digital natives, to create solutions and drive change. The rapid
emergence of digital technologies, artificial intelligence, robotics,
nanotechnology, 3D printing, laser cutting and the ‘internet of
things’, has resulted in business and industry leaders looking for
people with liquid skills. These skills include the ability to work
with others, effectively communicate, demonstrate creative and
critical thinking and have a disposition toward lifelong learning.

What is studied?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Digital Innovation students will spend a Term in Year 9 working
on a specialist project of their choice. It could be such topics as
3D printing, animation, robotics, mindcraft, music or STEAM.

Computational Thinking
Image Acquisition and Manipulation
2D Animation
Digital Video Editing
Coding
Robotics
Web Design and Authoring
Digital Drawing

Senior Study
This subject allows students to develop the digital
literacy skills which are paramount today and work
environments.

Assessment
In Digital Innovation, students are assessed
through keeping folios of their work, with a
number of projects throughout the two years:

For those students wanting to develop their skills
further in Years 11 and 12, Digital Innovation provides a
good foundation for Digital Solutions, Information and
Communication Technology and Design.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Innovation is not a prerequisite for students
wanting to study those senior subjects.
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Specialist Project
Image Acquisition and Manipulation – Project
2D Animation – Exam
Digital Drawing – Project
Web Design and Authoring - Project
Coding - Exam

DRAMA
Why study Drama?
Drama is a dynamic art form that you can use to entertain, challenge, educate, understand, record and celebrate
events and stories. It encourages you to consider and challenge the way the world works from different perspectives.
Studying Drama provides you with opportunities to perform on stage, direct and produce your own dramatic works,
design sets and costumes, write scripts and watch and understand live theatre performances. You get to work
with professional actors, playwrights, directors and designers who come to your classes. You can see live theatre
productions in venues like QPAC, La Boite and Brisbane Powerhouse.
Drama is mostly a practical subject where you will use your body, voice and brain to express, communicate and learn.
You will build your confidence and communication skills, develop empathy and creativity, and learn how to problem
solve and work in a team. In Drama, you experiment with new ways of learning and thinking and explore the issues and
topics that matter to you.

Drama consists of two strands:

Assessment:

•
•

•
•

Making (creating and performing)
Responding
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Two per Semester
Group and individual tasks are
individually assessed

DRAMA (CONTINUED)
What is studied in Drama?

Skills you will develop
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acting
Improvising
Designing
Directing
Playwriting
Ensemble and teamwork
Interpreting
Responding (Written expression, e.g. essay and
review)
Public Speaking
Communication
Teamwork
Problem Solving
Theatre technology (lighting, sound and projection)

Topics and styles you will study
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Realism
Magical Realism
Physical Theatre
Contemporary Theatre
Gothic Theatre
Children’s Theatre
Musical Theatre
Elizabethan Theatre (Shakespeare)
Theatre for Young People
Ancient Greek Theatre

Senior Study
Senior Drama is an elective option in Years 11 and 12. It is an exceptional and exciting foundation subject where
students can learn transferrable skills for other subjects such as: English, Literature, Modern History and Film,
Television & New Media. Senior Drama is a practical subject that develops confidence, public speaking and wellbeing.
Senior Drama would suit any student hoping to study in the creative industries or pursue a career in entertainment.
Senior Drama can be a creative outlet for students undertaking rigorous academic subjects for further study. It assists
with positive mental health, self-esteem and presentation skills.
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MUSIC
Why study Music?
Music is found in all parts of life. You can use it as a powerful form of communication that helps you express your ideas
and feelings when words can’t, and it can be a wonderful creative outlet.
Music is mostly a practical subject where you will use your creativity and thinking skills to perform, compose and
respond to music. You will create and share your own music and explore the work of other musicians.
When you study Music, you develop confidence, persistence and the focused ability to work on your own and with
others. St Rita’s students are fortunate enough to rehearse and perform within world-class facilities and resources in
the Trinity Centre.

Music consists of two strands:

You will learn how to:

You will study styles including:

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making (composing and performing)
Responding

Perform
Improvise
Analyse
Compose

Folk songs
Pop
Blues
Classical
Musical Theatre
Film Music
Children’s Music

How are students assessed?
You will have assessment tasks that improve your ability to perform, compose and write about music. Tasks may
be practical or written work. Assessment is completed individually or in groups; however, you are always marked
individually on your own work.

Senior Study
Studying Music in Years 9 and 10 benefits those students choosing to study General Music in Years 11 and 12, however,
this is not a prerequisite as many students are involved in music outside of the classroom in the Junior Years. This is at
the discretion of the teacher. Senior Music aims to develop a student’s understanding of composition, performance
and musicology in a range of learning experiences and assessments. Senior Music provides many students hoping to
continue their music study at university with a wider breadth and depth of knowledge in cohesion with their private
instrumental lessons to further enhance their composition portfolios and/or audition pieces.
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VISUAL ART
Why study Visual Art?
The study of Visual Art engages and inspires students, challenging
their understanding of the world by encouraging creative thinking
and problem solving. They observe our world and are challenged by
provoking alternate ways of seeing, doing and thinking.
Students can develop knowledge and skills in drawing, painting, 3D,
media, digital, sound and time-based works of art. Through their
exploration, students develop confidence and the ability to work with
their peers collaboratively.
When creating artworks, students respond to a range of sensory
stimuli (visual, aural, tactile) as well as a range of materials and
techniques. Subject matter is drawn from still life, human figure,
portraiture, landscape and concept. In responding to personal
artworks, students learn about influences from the history of art and
the contemporary art world through research, which assists them in
resolving their own art. Students are also required to consider how
their work will be viewed and displayed for an audience. They will
keep a visual diary that documents thinking and process sketches and
planning.

Assessment
In each Term we study a different unit
of work. Therefore, there are four
Making folios per year that include 2D
and 3D artwork.
Students also respond to artwork and
there are at least two responding tasks
each year, this can include an artist’s
statement or a compare and contrast
task based on research.

Future Pathways

Senior Study
Visual Art is an elective option in Years
11 and 12. It is a subject that draws on
a student’s creativity and encourages
the development of problem-solving
skills. Students work with a variety
of materials and techniques in a
range of 2D, 3D and 4D media. It is a
subject that encourages well-being
and discovery and allows a student to
develop creative solutions to stimulus.

Students who study Visual Art are adept creative thinkers and problem
solvers who can think critically and confidently. Students are selfmotivated and independent learners who can manage time and adapt
to change. In an increasingly busy world, Visual Art teaches students to
manage their leisure time and engage in art practice that contributes
to general mental and physical wellbeing.
Everything in our world has an artist involved. The flyers in your letter
box, the movies and TV you watch, the industrial design of your home
appliances, the houses you live in and the clothes you wear. As visual
artists we are architects, fashion designers, costume designers, graphic
artists, interior designers, product designers, art educators, animators,
film makers and artists.
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